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Abstract 
For an abstract programming language both a linear and a branching denotational semantics are 
developed. The main instrument for the construction of the two models and for the semantical 
operators involved is the classical Banach Fixed Point Theorem. Via higher-order transformations 
the various semantical definitions are justified by their characterization as-necessarily unique- 
fixed points of contractions on a complete metric space. Additionally the Banach Theorem proves 
itself useful in relating the two models presented. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
Keywords: Programming language semantics; Denotational semantics; Metric semantics; 
Banach’s Fixed Point Theorem: Linear versus branching time models 
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1. Introduction 
This paper presents an introduction to denotational semantics for programming lan- 
guages starting from elementary metric topology. Using a simple programming language 
as a vehicle the use of Banach’s Fixed Point Theorem for the justification of semantical 
definitions is shown. The method ultimately relies on the uniqueness of fixed points of 
contractions on a complete metric space. The techniques presented here (all exploiting 
Banach’s result) have been applied for developing, amongst others, denotational models 
for a wide range of programming concepts. The monograph [8] provides a comprehensive 
account of the method illustrated below. 
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In the study of the semantics of programming languages, one investigates ways of 
assigning meanings to programs. Expressed in mathematical terminology, one is interested 
in functions 
M:Prog-+P. (1.1) 
In Eq. (1.1) Prog is a programming language, i.e., a collection of programs. 
The codomain IF’ is the collection of meanings, i.e., a set of mathematical entities which 
are chosen for the purpose of modeling (certain aspects of) the computation specified 
by the program. Usually, P is referred to as the ‘semantical domain’. In general, in 
order to be able to express the meanings of the constructs from the language Prog, the 
domain IF will be equipped with some mathematical structure. For example, Prog, as 
given below, includes a syntactical construction for sequential composition (‘;‘) and also 
features recursion. The mathematical structure should enable us to define their effect in 
a rigorous manner. 
Thus, M is a mapping assigning to each program 7r in Prog its meaning M(n). 
Accordingly, the study of semantics centers around the development of methods to specify 
the functions M (and associated domains IF) for a wide range of languages. 
We will illustrate our method for the simple rudimentary programming language Prog 
given below. Atomic programs in Prog are actions taken from an abstract set Act which 
is further left unspecified. Composite programs can be obtained through sequential com- 
position ‘;’ and choice or alternative composition ‘+‘. The intuitive meaning of 7ri ; 7r2 is 
execution of 7rt first followed by execution of 7r2 (the latter only in case 7rt happens to 
terminate). The construction ~1 + 7r2 introduces nondeterminism: execution of ~1 + 7r2 
can either be execution of 7rt or of 7~2. Which of these possibilities is taken is not 
specified. So, for the modeling of ~1 + 7r2 both options are incorporated. Additionally 
in Prog we have recursion by means of procedure variables 5 from some postulated 
set PKzr. A global ‘declaration’ D for procedure variables is assumed, i.e., a mapping 
D : PVar --) Prog which associates to each procedure variable IZ: a program D(z) called 
its procedure body or its definition. In general, the procedure variable 2 may occur in its 
definition D(z). It is for this reason that infinite computations may arise. Thus, in the 
modeling of Prog, we will have to cater for sequencing, nondeterminacy and both finite 
and infinite behaviour. 
In this paper we focus on the type of semantics which is traditionally called ‘denota- 
tional’. This terminology stems from the principle that ‘programs denote values’. Typi- 
cally, denotational semantics adheres to the ‘compositionality principle’, stating that the 
meaning of a program is composed from the meanings of its constituent parts. Though ap- 
pealingly simple, this principle raises several subsidiary questions. Here we only mention 
the way to construct ‘semantical’ operators and to handle recursion, for which additional 
techniques in terms of so-called fixed point definitions are necessary. Fortunately, our 
basing the semantical models on metric topology pays off nicely. The classical Banach 
Fixed Point Theorem proves to be a powerful instrument for both the construction and 
comparison of semantical definitions. 
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Below we will provide two denotational models for a language Prog, which differ 
in the way nondeterminacy is dealt with. The models will be mappings of the form 
V: Prog ---f P where IP, the mathematical structure used as denotational domain, is a 
complete metric space. The principle of compositionality boils down to the equation 
V(Tl * 7r2) = qT) * D(7r2) 
for all 7rr ! 7r2 E Prog and * E {;, +}. Here the operator ‘*’ at the left-hand side is a 
symbol belonging to the syntax of Prog whereas the operator ‘*’ at the right-hand side is 
the corresponding semantical operator which will be given as a binary operation on p. z 
So, the mappings V can be viewed as homomorphisms when the semantical domains p 
are interpreted as algebras. 
The first model Vr for Prog will be a so-called linear model. Programs are interpreted 
by 271 as sets of (finite and infinite) sequences. For the linear model the characteristic 
equation 
~i(~I;(~2+m)) =n((w~2)+(w4) (1.2) 
will hold. The second model V2 will of the ‘branching’ kind. Here to each program a 
tree-like structure is associated. Eq. (1.2) does not hold for 2)~. In fact, we have 
The motivation for the distinction between linear versus branching models goes beyond 
the scope of this paper. (See the last section for some further references.) 
The collection A& of finite and infinite sequences over Act will come equipped with 
the Baire-distance based on the length of common prefixes. The semantical domain pr 
for the model V 1 will be the hyperspace of (nonempty) compacta of Act”. For the 
model 272 the situation is not so simple. The semantical domain I?2 will be given by a 
system of ‘domain equations’. Both topological methods and techniques from category 
theory may be used to guarantee solvability of such a system. (Cf. Section 5.) 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: The next section collects the 
various basic metric results. Section 3 presents the linear model Vt for Prog and the 
first use of higher-order transformations for defining semantical operators and mappings. 
Section 4 extends this to the setting of the branching domain p2 and also covers the 
relationship of the linear semantics Vr and the branching model 272. Section 5 contains 
a short overview of the historical perspective of the metric approach to programming 
language semantics and provides further references to the literature. 
2. Mathematical preliminaries 
The main tool from metric topology for the semantical constructions below is the 
classical result known as Banach’s Fixed Point Theorem [.5]. 
2 It is customary to use the infix notation of the syntactical operator for the semantical operator as well. 
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Theorem 2.1. Let (M, d) be a complete metric space, and let f : M + M be contractive. 
Then: 
(a) There exists z E M such that f(z) = z. 
(b) The fired point is unique: Zf f(z) = x, f(y) = y, then x = y. We shall write 
fix(f) for the unique jixed point of f. 
In the next section the Banach Theorem will be exploited in a setting of sets of 
sequences. Here we introduce the basic notations, definitions and results for this. 
Definition 2.2. Let N be the set of natural numbers including 0. Let Na1 be the set of 
positive natural numbers. A nonempty subset N of N>l is called an initial segment if 
Vn,mEWa1: nENAm<n+mEN. 
(a) Let Sz be a nonempty set. Define the collection A” of words over A by A” = 
{w : N + A ( N C N> 1 an initial segment}. For 72 E N and w E Am, w : N -+ A 
say, the word w[n] is the restriction w 1 (N n { 1,. . , n}). 
(b) The Baire-distance dB : A” x d” + [0, l] (cf. [4]) is given by 
for w, u E A”. By convention SUP(~) = 0 and 2-” = 0. 
We usually write w = ~1~2.. . a, if w : (1,. . . , n} + A is such that w(i) = ai 
(1 ~~i6n)andsirnilarlyw=alaz... ifw:N>l +dsatisfiesw(i)=ai(l<i<co). 
In the first case w is called a finite word of length n, in the second case w is called 
infinite. A* and A” will be the subsets of finite and infinite words, respectively. So 
A” = A* ud”. We refer to w[n] as the prefix of w of length (at most) n. We distinguish 
E : 0 --) A. It is called the empty word. Note w[O] = E for each w E A”. Typically we 
have 
l dB(ubc, abe) = f , dB (ubc, ab) = i, dg (ubc, ucb) = i, dB (abc, ubc) = 0; 
l dB(E, w) = 1 for w E A” \ {E}, since w[l] # E for nonempty words w; 
l dB(un,uw) = 2-n, n > 0 (employing the abbreviation an for the word of n 
consecutive a’s and aw for the infinite word of a’s). 
A nonempty word w has a first letter a, say, and a possibly empty remainder w’. We write 
w = a. w’ in such a situation. A basic property of the Baire distance is dB (u . w, a . ?I) = 
idg(w,‘U) for arbitrary a E A, W,U E A”. The following result is well known. 
Theorem 2.3. (A”, d B is a compkte (uka)m&c space. ) 
The Baire-distance on A” is an ultrametric, i.e., 
ds(w, U> < max{ds(w, v), ds(V u)} 
for w, U, u E A”. This is typical for our applications. All distances used in following 
sections are in fact ultrametrics. Although useful in some situations of semantic modeling, 
we have no occasion to profit from the strong triangle-inequality here. 
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Before we consider the hyperspace of nonempty compact subsets of Am, we first 
introduce the Hausdorff-distance on arbitrary subsets. 
Definition 2.4. 
(a) Let a W = { a.wIwEW}foraEd,WGd”. 
(b) The Hausdorff-distance dH : P(dA”) x ?(A”) ---f [0, l] (cf. [12]) is given by 
dH(W, V) = max{sup{&(w, V) ( w E W}, sup{ds(v, W) I v E V}} 
for all IV, V C Am, where dB(x, Y) = inf{do(z, y) 1 y E Y}. 
We have 
dx(UiZ;.UV,) < sup{d,+GVi) / i E ‘} (2.1) 
iEI iEI 
for arbitrary index set I and sequences (Wi)iEr, (V,)~,I in ?(A”“). Moreover, for 
IV, V C. A” and a E A we have 
d&a. w, a. v) = $dH(w, v) (2.2) 
provided W and V are nonempty 
Theorem 2.5. Put 
Pn,,(d”) = {W C A” 1 W nonempty and compact}. 
Then (P&Am), dH) is a complete metric space. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.2 and a result due to Kuratowski [ 181. 0 
Definition 2.6. 
(4 For a l-bounded metric space (M, d) and any nonempty set X we use X + M 
to denote the function space of all mappings from X to M endowed with the 
distance dF of uniform convergence, i.e., 
dF(f>g) = sup {d(f(4&9) I II: E X} 
for any f,g:X + M. 
(b) For two metric spaces (MI, dl )! ( M2, d2) the metric space (MI x M2, dp) is defined 
as the Cartesian product of Ml and M2 endowed with the max-distance dp, which 
is given by 
dp((~t,4,(~tr~2)) = max{d1(2,,yyl),dZ(Z2,Y2)} 
for all ict , y1 E MI, ~2, y2 E Mz. 
An elementary result states that the metric space (X -+ M, dF) is complete whenever 
(M, d) is. A similar result holds for (Ml x Mz, dp). For metric spaces MI and M2, we 
use Ml -!+ n/r, to denote the closed subspace of Ml -+ Mz consisting of all nonexpansive 
mappings from MI to M2. 
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The branching model developed in Section 4 will be based on a system of domain 
equations. The general form for a domain equation is 
where ‘z’ denotes isometry and 3 is a construction which yields a complete metric 
space F(P) from a given complete metric space P. Several topological and category- 
theoretical techniques have been developed in the literature for obtaining solutions for 
such an equation for various types of F. For our application we distinguish the nonempty- 
compact hyperspace construction P,,,(.), disjoint sum . + . and the prefixing construc- 
tion A x . . The hyperspace and disjoint sum operations are the familiar ones. The pre- 
fixing construction is nonstandard: For given metric space A4 the space A x M has as 
its distance 
Under certain conditions (explained elsewhere, see Section 5) systems of equations in- 
volving constructions such as the ones mentioned here have solutions which are unique 
up to isometry. However, for the use of the solution as semantical domain only the mere 
existence of a solution is of interest since its metric is governed by the properties for 
distances enforced by the various constructions (cf. Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) in Section 4). 
3. A linear denotational semantics 
In this section we introduce the abstract programming language Prog. This simple 
language will serve as a vehicle for illustrating our method of developing and relating 
denotational models. The meaning function Dt , also discussed in this section, is a linear 
interpretation of Prog. Its construction provides a first example of the metric approach 
to programming language semantics. 
Definition 3.1. Fix two sets Act and PVar of atomic objects, which are called actions 
and procedure variables, respectively. The set Prog of syntactic objects called programs 
is built up from Act and PKzr and the symbols (, ), ;, + such that 
Act, PVar c Prog, and 
rrt , n2 E Prog implies (rrt ; ~2)) (~1 + ~2) E Prog. 
The sets Act and PVar are supposed to be taken nonempty, disjoint and may be finite 
or infinite. They are considered primitive for Prog. Typically, meta-variables a, 2, rr are 
used to range over Act, PVar, Prog, respectively. Let r E Act be a distinguished element 
in Act (that will be used below in the modeling of recursion). 
Our actions a from Act can be thought of as abstract representations of constructs 
like assignments, tests, etc. that occur in concrete programming languages as Pascal 
or C++. Here, however, we concentrate on the flow of control, i.e., the consecutive 
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actions that are executed and not on their effect. Therefore it suffices here to leave the 
precise form of the actions in Act unspecified. 
A similar remark applies to PVizr. For procedure calls z we omit details concerning 
procedure arguments or parameters. We fix for each procedure variable x a program D(s), 
called its procedure body. Thus we consider to be given a map D : PVar -+ Prog, allowing 
us to look up the program associated with a procedure variable. Execution of x amounts 
to execution of its associated body D(z). 
For notational convenience, usually outermost parentheses are dropped from programs. 
Also we consider the symbol ‘;’ to bind tighter than ‘+‘. Hence we may write, e.g., a;z+b 
instead of (u ; x) + c or ((u ; x) + b) where a: b E Act and z E PVur. 
Examples. a ; (b + c), u ; b + u ; C, CC, z + U. 
The first model for Prog that we present is a linear one. A subset of sequences in Act” 
will be assigned to each program in Prog. More precisely, we will define a denotational 
semantics V1 : Prog + F’1 where the codomain JP, is the hyperspace of nonempty com- 
pacta of AcF. So, with each program we associate a (nonempty and compact) set of 
sequences. 
Recall ActM = Act* U Act“’ (cf. Definition 2.2). A finite sequence from Act* models 
a successfully terminating computation. An infinite sequence in A& corresponds to a 
divergent or nonterminating computation. Divergence is inherent for a language featuring 
recursion (such as ours). Generally for Prog, due to the presence of the nondeterministic 
choice ‘f’, a program rr may have more than one behaviour, i.e., may perform several 
sequences of actions. The set Vl(7-r) consists of all these sequences. 
The interpretation for VI of the ‘+‘-operation-which is the syntactical ingredient 
giving rise to the use of sets-will be based on set union for sets of sequences. So, 
V I(T~ + ~2) = VI (~1) U VI (~2). Typically for a linear semantics is the validity of the 
left-distributive law for ‘;’ over ‘+‘. Indeed for VI we will have 
n(w(~2+9)) =v1((~,;~*)+(~,;~3)). (3.1) 
This explains our calling VI a linear semantics. In contrast, the model 27~2 that is discussed 
in the next section is called branching, and does not satisfy this law. (We will give a 
proof of Eq. (3.1) at the end of this section.) 
We start with the definition of the semantical domain, i.e., the mathematical structure 
into which our programs will be mapped. 
Definition 3.2. The metric spaces PI and Q1 are given by 
i 
PI = Pnco(QI), 
Q, = Actm. 
The distances dl of PI and d\ of Q are implicitly given. Q is assumed to be endowed 
with the Bane-distance (cf. Definition 2.2). Thus, by Theorem 2.3, (Q, d{) is a complete 
metric space. Also (IPI, dl) is a complete metric space being the hyperspace of nonempty 
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compacta of Qt supplied with the Hausdoti-distance dt induced by the distance d’, on Qt 
(see Theorem 2.5). Consequently we have 
4(~~Pl,~~P2) = ;dl(Pl>P*) (3.2) 
for all a E Act, pl , p2 E PI. This is the basic fact exploited below in obtaining contrac- 
tivity of various mappings. Note that Eq. (3.2) does not hold for the hyperspace P,,(Q), 
i.e., for P,,, (Qt) with 0 added as an isolated element. E.g., 
d, (a. 0, a. {b}) = d, (0, {cd}) = 1 # ; = + 1 = i&(0, {b}). 
The denotational semantics Vt is a function mapping a program to a set of possible 
executions. For an action a E Act the behaviour is clear. The program ‘u’ has as its only 
possible execution performing ‘CL’ and then terminating. In IPI this is expressed by the 
singleton set {u}. Hence 
Q(a) = {a). 
The meaning of a procedure variable z depends on the associated procedure body. This 
is captured by the declaration D, i.e., the mapping D : Pkr -+ Prog above. We will put 
Vt (x) = 7 . 27, (D(x)). (3.3) 
Here the symbol r denotes a so-called silent step. In our set-up it models the call of 
the procedure.3 So the possible behaviours of IC, i.e., the elements of the set V,(z), are 
the same as those for its procedure definition D(s) but now all preceded by the silent 
step 7. Note that in Eq. (3.3) the argument D(z) of 271 on the right-hand side is not 
syntactically simpler than the argument IC of Vt on the left-hand side. 
Finally, to the denotational semantics of the constructions ~1; 7~2 and rrt + 7r2 the prin- 
ciple of compositionality applies. Thus, Vt (~1; 74) = VI (TTI);VI (7~2) and Vt (7rt+7r2) = 
Vt (7~1) +Vt (7~) where ‘;’ and ‘+’ occurring on the right-hand sides are functions on Pt 
still to be defined. These functions are the counterparts of the syntactical constructions ‘;’ 
and ‘+‘, respectively in the semantical domain Pt and are therefore referred to as seman- 
tical operators. Taking all together we have the following definition of the denotational 
semantics VI. 
Definition 3.3. The mapping Vt : Prug + PI is given by 
VI(U) = {a), 
VI (x) = 7. VI (D(z)), 
VI (w ; 7r2) = VI (“I) ; n (‘iT2), 
VI (7-b + “2) = n (T > + VI (r2). 
3 Often in denotational models one prefers to avoid prefixing with T and one has VI (CC) = 731 (D(z)). This is 
at the expense of restriction to so-called guarded recursion. For clarity of presentation this issue is completely 
ignored here. 
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The semantical operators ‘;’ and ‘+’ on the the right-hand side still have to be defined. 
This we will do next. However it should be noted that, since in the case of 2)) (a~) the 
syntactical complexity is not decreasing on the right-hand side the existence of a mapping 
which satisfies the above demands should be addressed (cf. Lemma 3.7). 
Definition 3.4. 
(a) The mappings ; : IPI x IPI + IPI and ;’ : Q x Q) --) QI are given by 
PIiP2 = (41 ;'q2 I YI EPl. q2 UJ?}~ 
a ;' q = a f q: 
(a q’) ;’ q = a. (q’ ;’ q). 
(b) The mapping + : !P’l x IPI + PI is given by 
PI +p2 =PIuP2. 
The definition of ‘;I’ needs further comment. In the third defining clause the map ‘;” 
occurs at both sides of the equations, but since we are also dealing with infinite sequences 
the argument q’ at the right-hand side is not necessarily a shorter sequence than the 
argument a. q’ at the left-hand side. Does there exists a pair of mappings (; , ;’ ) satisfying 
Definition 3.4? In Lemma 3.5 we introduce a so-called higher-order transformation which 
will be a contraction on a complete metric space. By Banach’s Fixed Point Theorem this 
contraction has a unique fixed point which is the only pair of mappings meeting the 
listed requirements. 
Examples. 
l ab ;’ cd = a . (b ;’ cd) = a (b . cd) = a (bed) = abed. 
l We claim aw ;’ cd = aW. This can be checked as follows: We have aw = a . 
d’. Hence, cl{ (au ;’ cd,aw)=d’,((a~aW);‘cd,a~aW)=d~(a~(a”;’cd),a~a”)= 
id{ (a“’ ;’ cd, ~2’). Therefore d’, (au ;’ cd, aa) = 0 and a” ;’ cd = uw follows. 
0 {a, ab, au} ; {c} = {uc, abc, aW}. 
Next we justify Definition 3.4 exploiting Theorem 2.1. Note the similarity of the 
definition of Q,($, $) and 0:) (4, $) and the definition of ‘;’ and ‘;” above. 
Lemma 3.5. Put Op = PI x IID, 1, PI and Op’ = Q x QI L Q. Define (L’;? f&l) : 
Op x Op’ + Op x 0~’ by (Q, f&)(4, $J) = (Q;(h $)> f&(4, $)) for all 4 E OP. 
1c, E Op’, where 
f+(A$,)(a.d,q) =a.1D(d,d. 
Then (f2, f2:,) is well-defined and (L?;, f&o2 is a ~-contraction. 
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Proof. Well-definedness of K2;/ is clear. For R; we note that each II, E Op’ is nonex- 
pansive, hence continuous. So 0; (4, +) (pt , ~2) is the continuous image of a compactum, 
hence compact itself. 
By a general argument is suffices to show that 0; is nonexpansive and @ is i- 
contractive to conclude that (Q, Q;,)2 is a contraction. We have 
dl(n;(~l,~l)(Pl,p2),~:(~2,1C12)(PI,P2)) 
= 4 (bhhQ2) I Qi E Pi>, i$2(m rQ2) I 4% E Pi>) 
G [prop. 4 sup{d’,(~l(ql,q2),~2(41,42)) l4i En} 
G [def. &I &($I, $2). 
Hence, we have 
dF(n;(~,,1111>,n;(~2,~2)) 6 ~F($1,~2) G &+#%7L1,,(~2,~2)). 
A case analysis for q1 shows, along the same lines, 
d’,(R;,(~l,~~)(q,,q2),n;,(~2,~2)(ql,qZ)) 
G $w17~2) < G@hhM42,$2)). 0 
Some variation in the set-up for the transformation (0, Q;/) is possible. E.g., we could 
have chosen to put 
f4(44lCl)(Pl,P2) = {f?+hww?2) I91 E PI, 42 E P2) 
and would than prove contractivity of (R;, L’;/) itself. Although probably being a matter 
of taste, we feel that the presentation of Lemma 3.5 matches the most with the definitions 
of ‘;’ and ‘;” above. 
In the justification of Definition 3.4 we have employed a higher-order transformation 
(G’;, Q). In fact we have (; ,;‘) = fix((02:, 0;~)). Th e a jet d’ t ive higher-order refers to the 
fact that functions, viz. elements of Op x Op’, are taken as arguments. For the justifica- 
tion of the definition of the denotational semantics Vt we use the same technique. We 
introduce a higher-order transformation 91 : Sem -+ Sem on a complete metric space Sem, 
show that it is a contraction and check Vi = fix(!&). However, the contractivity of !& 
relies on the nonexpansiveness of the semantical operators ‘;’ and ‘+’ as captured by the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 3.6. The mappings ‘;’ and ‘+’ on PI are nonexpansive. 
Proof. For ‘+’ this is just a basic property of the Hausdorff distance. For ‘;’ it follows 
from Lemma 3.5, since ‘;’ is the first component of fix((Q, Q;,)). Hence, this function 
is nonexpansive by the definition of Op. 0 
With Lemma 3.6 available we are in a position to justify the definition of the deno- 
tational semantics ‘.Di . The fixed point of a higher-order transformation Pi-to be given 
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in a moment-will be the unique function from Prog to P’r satisfying the clauses of 
Definition 3.3. 
Lemma 3.7. Put Sem = Prog + I?, and let !FI : Sem --) Sem be given by 
%(S)(a) = {aI, 
$1 (S)(z) = 7. S(Wz)), 
@I (S)(m; “2) = S(m) ; S(n,), 
~l(S)(~l + 7r2) = S(m) + S(n2) 
for all S E Sem. Then PI is well-defined and i-contractive. 
Proof. The definition of !PI is by structural induction. (Note that PI does not occur on 
the right-hand side, in particular not in the case of z.) So suppose SI ,572 E Sem. By the 
definition of dF it suffices to verify 
~~(PI(SI)(~),~~(SI)(~)) G $@l,S2) 
by structural induction on rr. We exhibit the cases for x and ~1; 7~. 
[Xl 4 (~I(SI)(~),~I(S~)(~)) 
= dl (T. SI (D(z)), T. S2(W4)) 
= [prop. (341 $1 (S(D(z)), S2(D(x))) 
6 [def. dF] &(Sl , SZ) 
[m ; ‘iT2] dl (~,(SI)(~I;~~),~I(~~)(~I;~~)) 
= dl (S&r& SI(Q), 5’2(70); 52h)) 
< [‘;’ nonexp.] max {dl(SI(~l),S2(~1)),dl(S1(~2),S2(~2))} 
< [ind. hyp. twice] $dF(Sl, Sz). 0 
Note (‘;’ and ‘+’ having been fixed by Definition 3.6) that there is a 1- 1 correspondence 
between mappings in Prog 4 IF’1 satisfying Definition 3.3 on the one hand and fixed 
points of Pr on the other. Thus, since fix(Pr) is the unique fixed point, there is precisely 
one element of Sem, viz. fix(Pr ) meeting the requirements. 
Examples. 
l Dl (u ; (b + c)) = {ab, UC} and also 271 ((u ; b) + (a ; c)) = {ub, UC}. 
0 Suppose D(Z) = 5 + a. We claim VI(Z) = T+U U {F}, i.e., D,(X) = {?a / 
n 3 1) u {F}. This can be shown as follows: On the one hand, by the definition 
of VI, 
Dl (cc) = 7 . Vl (XT + u) = 7 (271 (Lx) u Dl (a)) 
=‘i-. (D,(X)u {U}) = T.D1(5)U{TU}. 
On the other hand, 
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.+u u (7”) = {ro} u {r-nu ] V, 3 2) u {r”} 
= {ru} u 7. @+a u {?}). 
Thus, 
= d, (7 D, (LX) u {ra}, {ru} u r. @+a u {r”})) 
= [prop. di] dt (7.23, (z), 7. (T+U U {F})) 
= [prop. di] idi (Di (x), r+u U {T”}). 
Therefore, di (Di (z), r+u U (7”)) = 0 and Dr(z) = r+u U {F’} follows. 
We still owe the reader the proof of Eq. (3.1) stating 
qw(~2f4) =~,((~1;~2)+(~iT1;~3)). 
By the compositionality of D, it suffices to check 
Pli(P2 +m) = (P,;P2) + (m;m) 
for all pi ,pz,pa E Pi. This is straightforward from the definitions: 
m;b2 +p3) 
= (w2 I41 Em, q2 02}U{41x3 I41 EPI, q3 EP3J 
= (PliP2) + (Pl;P3). 
A particular instance of (3.1) gives that the programs a ; (b + c) and (a ; b) + (u ; c) are 
identified by the semantics D, (as claimed by the example above). In the next section 
we present a ‘branching’ model 2)~ for which we will see that the meanings of these two 
programs are different, i.e., 
D2(a; (b + 4) # D2((a; b) + (a ; 4). 
4. A branching time semantics 
In this section we develop a so-called branching time model 272 for Prog. A complete 
metric space p2 of tree-like structures is used as semantical domain for D2. A system 
of ‘domain equations’ determines this space. Again the technique of higher-order trans- 
formations is used to define operators and the semantical mapping. Moreover, also for 
the comparison of the models Vi and V2 Banach’s Fixed Point Theorem can be applied 
fruitfully. 
Definition 4.1. The metric spaces lF5 and U& are given by 
p2 = ~nco(Q2): 
Q2 = Act + Act x p2. 
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The metrics d2 and dk of lF’2 and Q2, respectively, are implicitly given by (the functors 
constituting) the equations. In Section 5 references to the literature are given about solving 
such domain equations. As characteristic for the the distances on & and @ we have 
dlz(P,P’) = &f (P,P’l (4.1) 
(with dH the Hausdorff-distance induced by di) and 
&((a& (a,$)) = @(p,p’). (4.2) 
(The factor i occurring in (4.2) is due to the construct Act x . in the equation for Q2.) 
The general theory of contracting functors on the category of complete metric spaces 
assures that a unique tuple of complete metric spaces solving the equations exists. 
Example. There is precisely one element p in IF2 such that p = { (a,~)}. Existence 
of p can be seen as follows: Put po = {a}, pn+l = {(a,~~)}. (The choice for po is in 
fact immaterial.) Then the sequence (p,), is Cauchy and p = lim,p, has the desired 
property. If bothp’,p” are solutions then d(p’,p”) = d({(a,p’)}, {(a:~“)} = id(p’,p”). 
So d(p’!p”) = 0 and p’ = p”. 
The definition of the denotational semantics D* follows the same pattern as for D,. 
However, new definitions for the semantical operators ‘;’ and ‘+’ on the new domain 
have to be given. 
Definition 4.2. The mapping ;Dz : Prug -+ IF’2 is given by 
‘o2(a) = {a), 
B2fx) = { (77 D2(@x))) >) 
D2(7v ; 7r2) = n(m) ; D2(7r2), 
D2(7rl + 7r2) = 2)2(7h) + D2(r2). 
As before, the construction of the sequential composition ‘;’ will need a further argu- 
ment whereas the alternative composition ‘+’ is modeled by set union. 
Definition 4.3. 
(a) The mappings ; : IP2 x IF’2 --) IP’2 and ;’ : Q x lF5 4 Q2 are given by 
PliP2 = (41 fP2 I41 EPl}> 
a ;‘p = (%P)? 
b,P’) ;‘P = b!P ; P). 
(b) The mapping + : IP2 x IF2 + lP2 is given by p1 + pz = pl u ~2. 
Examples. 
l {a};~= {(u,p)}.Ifp~& satisfiesp={(a,p)} thenp;p’=pforallp’EIPZ. 
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l DDz(a ; (b + c)) = 2)2(a) ; V2@ + c) = {a) ; (D2@) + D2(c)) = {a> ; ({b} ” {c}) = 
{a) ; uh cl = I(% (4 cl)). 
D2((a ; b) + (a ; c)) = D2(a ; b) + D2(a; c> = (732(a) ; D2(b)) ” (232(a) ; 272(c)) = 
w ; ud) ” w ; {cl) = {(a, @H) ” {(a, {cl)) = {(% {b)), (a, km. 
Note that the example shows ‘&(a ; (b + c)) # Z&((u ; b) + (a ; c)). 
l Suppose D(z) = z + a, then D2(2) = p where p is the (unique) element of If+ 
satisfying p = { (7,~ U {u})}. 
a ; (b f c) (a ; b) + (a ; c) z where D(z) = z + a 
As for ‘;’ of Section 3 the definition of the semantical operator ‘;’ here needs further 
justification. The argument is a little more involved now, due to the interdependence of 
the metric spaces involved. However, the technique of higher-order transformations can 
be applied fruitfully again. 
Lemma 4.4. Let Op = & x IF’2 L IF’2 and Op’ = Q2 x IF’2 -!+ Q2. Dejine the mapping 
(Q,, L?;f) : op x Op’ + OP x OP’ bY (f&7 fG)(#J, ti) = (f?($, ti,), Q;,(4,1L)) for 4 E OP, 
?I, E Op’, where 
f?(h@)(PI>P2) = {?+&,P2) I41 E Pl>> 
.n;~(~7~lr)(%P) = bYP)> 
fc(4> IltNw’LP) = (a, eAP’)). 
Then (LX, f$) is well-defined and (0,) f2;~)~ is contractive. 
Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 3.5 using properties (4.1) and (4.2). 0 
From Lemma 4.4 we obtain, as in Section 3, (; , ;’ ) = fix( (L’;, flit)). As a direct 
consequence of this, and of the definition of ‘+’ on IP2 as set union we have the following 
properties. 
Lemma 4.5. The mappings ‘;’ and ‘+’ on IF5 are nonexpansive. 
Next we justify the definition of the denotational semantics 2)~ in Definition 4.2 by 
means of a higher-order transformation !&. A l-l correspondence between fixed points 
of !& and mappings satisfying Definition 4.2 establishes the existence and uniqueness of 
the model D2. 
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Lemma 4.6. Put Sem = Prog + E?z and let @z : Sem + Sem be given by 
@2i(Wa) = {a), 
@2(S)(z) = { (7, ww~} 1 
~2(59(70; 7r2) = S(m); S(7r2), 
@2(S)(7h + 7r2) = S(n) + 5yn2) 
for all S E Sem. Then !& is well-defined and i-contractive. Moreover fix(!&) is the 
unique element of Sem satisfying Definition 4.2. 
Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 3.7 exploiting Lemma 4.5. 0 
The natural question about the relationship between the models Vi of Section 3 and 
V2 of this section will be addressed next. Once again uniqueness of the fixed point of a 
contraction is exploited for the comparison of Vi and abs 0 2)~ with abs a suitable ab- 
straction function mediating between the branching domain IF5 and the linear domain Pi. 
First we will give a definition of this function. 
Definition 4.7. The mappings abs : IP2 + PI and abs’ : 02 + IPI are given by 
abs(p) = U{abs’(q) I 4 E P>, 
abs’(a) = {a}, 
abs’((a,p)) = a .abs(p). 
Note that, for a E Act, p E p2, we have abs({ (up)}) = a . abs(p). A similar 
construction as in Lemma 3.7 of a higher-order transformation (6&, fiabs/) for Op x Op’ 
to Op x Op’ where Op = p2 + PI and Op’ = Q2 ---f p1 may be used to justify the above 
definition of abs and abs’. Again, the unique fixed point of the contraction (Gobs, S;)absl) 
will be the only pair of functions satisfying Definition 4.7. 
Next we claim that Vi = abs 0 ‘D2. For the verification of this claim it suffices to 
show that abs 0 V2 is a fixed point of the contraction !&I of Lemma 3.7. By Banach’s 
Fixed Point Theorem the result then follows. In the proof of Theorem 4.9 we need the 
following result. 
Lemma 4.8. For all PI, p2 E JF’2 it holds that: 
(a) abs(pt ;2 ~2) = abs(pl) ;I abs(p2) where ‘;2’ is ‘;’ given by Definition 4.3 and ‘;I’ 
’ ‘;’ given by Definition 3.4, respectively. 
(b) zbs(pl +2p2) = abs(p,) +I abs(p2) where ‘+2’ is ‘+’ given by Definition 4.3 and 
‘+I ’ is ‘+’ given by Definition 3.4, respectively. 
Proof. Put E = sup{di (abs’(q ;k p’), U{abs’(q) ;I abs’(q’) I q’ E P’})}. By case analysis 
for q one verifies 
di (abs’(q ;; p’), U{abs’(q) ;I abs’(q’) ) q’ E P’}) 6 $. 
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So, E < ;E, E = 0 and 
abs’(q ;: p’) = u {ah’(q) ;I abs’(q’) 1 q’ E p’}. 
Using this, part (a) follows directly. Part (b) is straightforward from the definitions. 0 
Theorem 4.9. Dl = abs 0 D2. 
Proof. It suffices to show, by structural induction, 
!& (abs 0 D2)(x) = (abs 0 D,)(T) 
for r E Prog. We only treat the two cases x and ~1; ~2. 
bl @l(absoD2)(~) 
= 7. (ub@2(W$))) 
= ub4 (02(w4))}) 
= abs(D2(x)) 
= (abs 0 Q)(x). 
[m;r2] PI (abso D2)("1;7r2) 
= (abs 0 D2)(7r1) ;I (ubsoD2)(n2) 
= ub@2(m));l ub@z(n2)) 
= [Lemma 4.81 abs(Dz(7rl) ;2 D2(7r2)) 
= abs(Dz(m; 7r2)) 
= (abs 0 D)(T~; 7~). 0 
5. Concluding remarks 
Above we have illustrated the use of Banach’s Fixed Point Theorem in the metric 
approach to programming languages semantics. Two denotational models for an abstract 
programming language with nondeterministic choice and recursion have been developed 
and related exploiting this classical result. Also for the definition of semantical domains 
and semantical operators fixed point constructions play a dominant role. 
In semantics, the exploitation of unique fixed points of higher-order contractions on 
complete metric spaces has been introduced by Kok and Rutten in the important pa- 
per [17]. Previously, in [ 141, Hennessy and Plotkin presented an order-theoretic variant 
of the proof principle based on the Knaster-Tarski theorem [ 15,211. (The latter is the 
order-theoretic analogue of Banach’s theorem, stating that each monotonic endofunction 
on a complete lattice has a least fixed point.) 
The principles of denotational semantics were developed by Scott and Strachey from 
1969 onwards. In order to deal with recursive constructs, one has to use domains which 
allow the definition of fixed points. Various mathematical structures have been used 
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for this purpose. During the first decade, ordered sets were used primarily. In the late 
seventies, the use of metric spaces in semantics was proposed by Arnold and Nivat (for 
an introduction, see [l]). The solving of domain equations over metric spaces was first 
studied by de Bakker and Zucker [lo]. A generalization by America and Rutten in a 
categorical setting is published in [3]. 
In a series of subsequent papers, de Bakker and his coworkers have designed metric se- 
mantic models for a large number of programming notions. In several theses, the method- 
ology has been applied to a variety of language paradigms and associated foundational 
problems (America and Rutten [2], Kok [16], Eliens [ll], Horita [13], and van Breugel 
[7]). Metric denotational semantics has also been studied, e.g., by the Programming Re- 
search Group of Oxford University (see, for example, [20]) and by Majster-Cederbaum 
et al. (e.g., [191). 
The monograph [S] presents a comprehensive account of the techniques for develop- 
ing the semantics of programming notions using metric topology as covered here. The 
book [6] contains a selection of the papers from a decade of work on these topics. [7] 
provides a concise treatment of the use of topological (in particular metricj models in 
semantics, including several more advanced investigations not dealt with in [8]. The 
introductory paper [9] discusses the metric treatment of so-called operational semantics 
and their comparison with denotational ones. 
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